In this paper, we present neuro-robotics models with a deep artificial neural network capable of generating finger counting positions and number estimation. We first train the model in an unsupervised manner where each layer is treated as a Restricted Boltzmann Machine or an autoencoder. Such a model is further trained in a supervised way. This type of pretraining is tested on our baseline model and two methods of pre-training are compared. The network is extended to produce finger counting positions. The performance in number estimation of such an extended model is evaluated. We test the hypothesis if the subitizing process can be obtained by one single model used also for estimation of higher numerosities. The results confirm the importance of unsupervised training in our enumeration task and show some similarities to human behaviour in the case of subitizing.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is strong evidence that gestures like pointing or finger counting have a positive contribution to numerical cognition development in children [1] - [4] . Finger counting has been hypothesised to help in acquiring mechanisms such as oneto-one correspondence, stable order, and cardinality which are fundamental to the development of counting system [5] . It has been observed that the use of finger counting to support mathematical learning and to achieve better performance changes over time. It is not used by children after they learned the basic concepts [6] .
Another important aspect of numerosity estimation is subitizing. This is an effortless, fast and accurate enumeration process, concerning a small number of objects up to around 4. Beyond this range, the numerosity naming becomes much slower with a linear increase of 200 to 400 ms/item [7] . It has been demonstrated that participants can approximately estimate the number of objects without counting and this estimation follows Weber's law (the answers are increasingly less precise and the variability increases proportionally to the mean response) [8] , [9] . As this rule does not apply for small numerosities (1) (2) (3) (4) there is a hypothesis that there are two dedicated numerical estimation systems for small and large sets in contrast to the hypothesis that there might be one single system for both sets [9] .
A single system made from a generic neural network for numerosity estimation where the mentioned hypotheses have been challenged has been shown in [10] . The performance of the model was analysed depending on the numerosity of presented objects. This provided some insight into the ability of the network (trained in presented there supervised way) for both subitizing and numerosity estimation (of higher numbers following Weber's law).
An unsupervised training, where the network is trained as a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [11] , has been shown to be successful for numerosity visual sensation and numerosity comparison tasks [12] , [13] . It was also shown that it boosts the training when used as pre-training in a Deep Neural Network (DNN) for tasks related with number cognition [14] . Autoencoders used in a similar way have been shown to improve the training performance as well [15] . In both of those publications the networks were performing number cognition related task (but not a numerosity estimation task as in the present work).
As mentioned before, there is evidence for the importance of gestures in numerical cognition development in children. Thus, Cognitive Developmental Robotics (CDR) is naturally suitable to study embodied basis of mathematical learning [15] , [16] , where the robot is used to interact with the environment and where sensorimotor data can be used in the learning process. Robotic platforms have been used for finger counting in several models [14] , [15] , [17] - [20] . While in some others it was also used for pointing [21] , [22] .
The purpose of our experiments is to check if a relatively simple neural network can show some similarities in numerosity estimation development with children when trained in a particular way. We investigate the importance of unsupervised pre-training and the influence of motor input. In this paper, we present a variety of training simulations and analyses using robotic embodiment, deep neural network, unsupervised and supervised training for numerosity estimation task. The embodiment for our experiments is provided by an iCub humanoid robot. The data from iCub hands is used as a sensorimotor signal for finger counting. In particular, we provide some comparison of performances of two types of unsupervised pre-training (RBM and autoencoder) used prior to the main one. We train the model to produce the gestures The joints' angles are used as a motor input (figure from [19] ).
itself and we check how this influences the enumeration learning process. As in [10] , we analyse the output from our network to check if one system made from a generic neural network could be capable of subitizing and numerosity estimation (but using embodiment, and unsupervised pretraining). Thus, it is interesting to observe how those training (and architecture) differences influence the results. As in [10] , we use two types of number distributions during the training (uniform and based on a more realistic appearance of numbers in a human environment).
The paper is organised as follows. First, we present the baseline model where both motor and visual inputs are used. The model allows us to chose proper architecture for further experiments and compare different pre-training approaches. Next, we extend the model so that the network is producing the sensorimotor data itself. On this model, we perform some experiments to show if the training with this additional motor output performs better compared to the training with only enumeration output. In the following section, we are analysing the data with regard to the development of numerosity estimation for a different number of objects paying additional attention to the subitizing process. The article finishes with our conclusions and future work discussion.
II. BASELINE MODEL WITH MOTOR AND VISUAL INPUTS
The model training is based on [14] with some changes and simplifications added to the architecture and described in Section II-A1. Another difference is that our model is used for the visual enumeration task (the model in [14] was used for recognition of number words in auditory input). In the works of Di Nuovo et al. [14] , [15] , [18] - [20] the number cognition tasks (recognition of number names from auditory input or from written numbers) are supported by a motor module that provides the fingers' motor representation of the numbers from robotic or robot simulator hands (see Fig. 1 ). In our model, we use a similar support module.
The network is first pre-trained in a similar way as in [14] , [15] . In the model presented in [15] , the link was added between the visual module and the motor module. In the following sections, a similar link where the motor input is produced by the network is also implemented.
A. Model description
The model is trained to produce the name corresponding to the numerosity based on the provided visual and/or motor input. It is supposed to answer the question of how many objects are present in the visual input or how many fingers are straightened. As mentioned before we use an iCub humanoid robot as an embodiment providing us sensorimotor data. It is a childlike robot, 1.05 m tall with 53 degrees of freedom (DoF). More about the robot can be found in [23] . The iCub platform was used because of its complex hands' architecture (9 DoF each) that allows producing human-like gestures.
1) Model architecture: The architecture of the tested model can be found in Fig. 2 . As in [14] , we used motor module with the Right Hand and Left Hand layers (to resemble the activity of the human brain -two hemispheres). In our case, this module is one layer shallower and the auditory input was replaced by the visual input. The architecture of our model is composed of two main modules, the Association layer (which combines motor and visual modules, similarly to "Motor-Auditory association" layer in [14] ) and the Competitive layer (using Softmax activation function) which is producing the output corresponding to the numerosity estimation.
2) Inputs and outputs: There are three inputs to the network (two in the motor module and one in the visual module) and one output. There are described as follows:
• Right Motor input: It consists of 8 units representing collected angles of joints in the iCub robot right hand. The values of the input for each number are the same as in Table 3 and 4 in [19] for numbers from 1 to 9. Because ring and pinky fingers are controlled together (are "glued" together) the fingers have 7 DoF for each hand. To balance the input from motors controlled together, we duplicated their angles units (ring and pinky fingers) in the input. The same approach was used in [15] . • Left Motor input: Corresponding input as the one described in the previous point but for the left hand. • Visual input: This is a 1-dimensional vector (saliency map), which can be considered a simple model of the retina, it consists of 20 units corresponding to 20 spacial locations. The visual input is the same as described in [21] , [22] . Depending on the presence of an object in a given location, each unit will be activated or not. The maximal number of objects assumed in the presented experiments is 9, the locations of objects are randomized. The visual input vector is normalized in order to eliminate the possibility of discrimination of cardinality based on summed activation of that input. • Competitive Layer: This is a 1-dimensional vector with 9 units where one-hot coding has been used to represent each of the numbers.
B. Training description and variations
The neural network is pre-trained layer-by-layer in an unsupervised way using the same method as in [14] , [15] (the description of that method can be found in [11] ). In [14] and [15] articles, the models are pre-trained using RBM or autoencoder training techniques respectively, our model will be trained in both ways so that we can see if both techniques provide additional improvement in the training (and how different they are from one another). The complex comparison between RBMs and autoencoders can be found in [24] , however, for a different task (making a compact representation of eye and effector positions) and using different architecture.
The model was tested in 3 architecture configurations:
• Only visual module used • Only motor module used • Both modules used Each configuration was tested in 3 training modalities:
• Pre-trained as RBMs • Pre-trained as autoencoders • No pre-training We trained the model for numbers in the range from 1 to 9. All training data was composed in mini-batches. Each mini-batch was a collection of numbers (from 1 to 9). After some trials, the visual training data was chosen to contain 500 randomly generated mini-batches (making one epoch).
Pre-training was run over 1500 iterations (3 epochs) in all simulations, this has been found to be enough and further extension of it was not providing significant improvement. The test set was composed of 500 batches.
We used an Adam optimizer [25] for both the main training and the pre-training with autoencoders. For RBM training we based our approach on the network described in [24] , [26] . We implemented the model in Python using Tensorflow.
The parameters were chosen using hyperparameter search in the following way. In the first stage, we used only the visual module and the parameters for this part of the network were chosen. This includes sizes of the hidden layers and learning rate for main training and pre-training. Next, we run the tests using the motor module and chose the parameters for that module. Finally, we adapted the learning rates values for the network with both modules. The sizes of the hidden layers are presented in Fig. 2 and the values of selected learning rates can be found in Table I .
C. Results
As it can be seen the best results are obtained for autoencoders pre-training and the worst when no pre-training was used. After each epoch (or after a specific number of iterations) the test set was generated (new random positions of objects for each numerosity in visual input) and the values in the plot where obtained. Autoencoders pre-training gave better results when training the visual module ( Fig. 3 ) or motor module only ( Fig. 4 ). In the case where both modules are used this difference is not so visible ( Fig. 5 ). In these charts, each curve is obtained from 20 simulations and it consists of points being average values from those runs (further plots in this article presenting accuracy development are also obtained in this way). The accuracy is calculated as the percentage of numbers correctly recognised, i.e. a neuron in the last layer corresponding to the correct numerosity produces the highest value. Additionally, when comparing Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 it can be found that the visual module, when used together with the motor module, causes a disruption for the network, decreasing its performance. This was not visible in case of RBM pretraining where the curve for only the motor module and full network were almost the same.
Because the learning rate value is different for each training Fig. 4 : The accuracy development by iteration obtained on the test set for the network using only motor module (visual module was not used, see Fig. 2 ). condition, epochs are not directly comparable. To overcome this problem and to make results more comparable we presented them as the number of epochs needed to converge to 99% accuracy as a function of the learning rate (see Fig. 6 ). In this plot, it can be found that pre-trained networks are performing much better with an autoencoder based pretraining over-performing RBM one. Each point on the figure comes from 10 simulations from which an average number of epochs needed to converge to 99% accuracy was calculated. Generally, it can be found that training with sensorimotor input is much faster then training where only visual input was used. The first one converges to 99-100% accuracy in less than an epoch (20-40 iterations, when pre-training used) where the second needs 10-20 epochs to converge (1 epoch is equal to 500 iterations). That comes from the fact that the visual input is randomised (random positions of objects) and the motor input gives a representation of finger positions directly corresponding to a specific number.
Our results are in line with those presented in [14] , [15] where also the improvement has been found when the network is pre-trained first in an unsupervised way.
The results suggest better performance when using autoencoders for our task, thus, further experiments will be performed using only this type of technique.
III. MODEL THAT GENERATES INTERNAL

REPRESENTATION OF FINGER POSITIONS
The purpose of this model is to allow the network to reproduce the finger positions by itself, instead of receiving Fig. 7 : Architecture -grey polygons represent all-to-all connections between the layers of neurons. Visual input is the only external input, motor input is replicated through motor module.
them as an external input. This approach can be considered more resembling human behaviour because children will open the fingers by themselves, and also because the representation might be disturbed and not perfect (when motor positions are used as input their representation is ideal). In this section, we are meant to show not only that the motor input increases the performance of the network but also that the network which produces finger movement itself performs better.
A. Model description
The model was extended by adding the link between the visual module and the motor module. The network is trained to replicate the motor representation.
1) Model architecture: A Visuo-motor association layer was added to the network presented in Fig. 2 . Additionally, this architecture is different as the outputs from the Right Hand and Left Hand layers are also network trainable outputs. The architecture of the network can be found in Fig. 7 2) Inputs and outputs: There is one input to this network and one or three outputs (depending on the training). There are described as follows: The Right and Left Hand layers are not used as outputs in the preliminary stage of our experiment.
B. Training description
For this model, we applied first the autoencoder based pretraining to train the Visual and Association layers. As shown in Section II-C the autoencoder gave the best results. The Association layer was pre-trained in two ways:
• Only its visual module part was pre-trained and the rest was randomly initialized. • It was pre-trained in full using inputs from the Visual layer and training data from the Right Hand and Left Hand layers (from previous architecture).
We used the first condition to make a baseline case (for this architecture) where the network was both not pre-trained and not trained with any sensorimotor data (but has exactly the same architecture).
In the preliminary stage of our experiment, we assumed that the Right Hand, Left Hand, and Visuo-motor association layers can be pre-trained using the values of the weights from the Association layer (both from decoder and encoder) from the pre-trained network described before (Fig. 2) . Later, the model was trained only to produce enumeration output (see "Association layer weights copied" in Fig. 8 ). The idea under this experiment was that during the autoencoder pre-training for the Association layer the network learns to replicate the input composed of both visual and motor components, giving the network capability to replicate (at least partially) the motor input based on only visual input. We compared those results with the results from baseline architecture and with the first Association layer pre-training condition (only visual module part pre-trained).
We used Adam optimizer with pre-training learning rate set to 0.04 (same as for both modules conditions in Table I ) and final learning rate set to 0.003 (adjusted using hyperparameter search).
In the next stage of our experiment, the Left Hand and Right Hand layers were used as trainable outputs to check if this change can give any benefit to the training. We first trained the network to replicate the motor internal values. At this stage, the network was not trained to produce numbers. We found 6 epochs to be enough for this training with the learning rate set to 0.03. Then we performed training where the network was trained only to produce the numbers.
One could conclude that in case of that training the total supervised training is longer, thus, such type of training is not necessarily beneficial. Because of that, in the last stage of our experiment, we tried to train both outputs (motors and numbers) in parallel. The network is trained both to produce the numbers at the output and to reproduce internal motor values. Tensorflow allows defining several loss functions with different learning rates that can be grouped and optimized during training. Thus, the learning rate for number training was set to 0.003 (as before); the learning rate for the motor training is a hyperbolic tangent function that starts from 0.01 and converges almost to zero in around 600 iterations. It can be described by the equation:
(1)
We chose this approach to imitate the learning process observed in children, as they use finger counting much more at the beginning of it.
C. Results
Analysing the results of the preliminary stage of our experiment (see Fig. 8 ) we found that the training results are better for new more complex architecture compared to the architecture with only Visual module from baseline architecture (described in Section II). However, the training that uses the Association layer weights from pre-training (as described in Section III-B), did not give any improvement in the network performance, see Fig. 8 .
In the next stage of our experiment, where the network was first trained to reproduce motor representation, as can be found in Fig. 9 , the network was able to learn to recognize the numbers much faster than the network where only the visual part was trained. However, the final accuracy of such training was lower, around 95% (versus 98%).
The results where both motor and enumeration outputs were trained in parallel, can be found in Fig. 10 . Such training was beneficial for the network -it can be found that the network learns faster. It is, however, visible that it converges finally to a smaller value compared to the training without motor replication (97% accuracy versus 98%) but the difference is not very significant.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS ON NUMEROSITY ESTIMATION AND SUBITIZING
A. Model description
In this section, the same model was used as the one presented in Section III. We provided different input to the model and analyse the output in more details.
B. Training description
We used the training method that was described in Section III where the network was pre-trained and the hyperbolic tangent function was used for learning rate for motor training. Same as before, the data was composed of batches of size 9, however, the distribution of numbers in these sets was different. There were two types of distributions (similar two types of distributions were used in [10] ):
• Uniform distribution: The same distribution as used in previous sections. Each of 9 elements in our batch corresponds to a different number from 1 to 9. • Zipfian distribution: It has been found that many types of data in physical and social sciences can be approximated with this type of distribution, it is observed in word frequency distribution [27] . In case of number word frequencies, the exponent in the Zipf distribution can be approximated by 2 and so the probability distribution can be express by normalized 1/N 2 , where N is the value of the number [10] , [27] . This time, the enumeration output was analysed for each numerosity separately. Thus, in the results, we can see the development of numerosity estimation for each number from 1-9 separately (the accuracy of the recognition of that specific number of objects).
In [10] , apart from different architecture, the network was not using sensorimotor data and was not pre-trained in an unsupervised way as it was in our experiment (we also used different visual input -simplified). As we obtained different results, we decided to check our network performance for the condition where no unsupervised pre-training was performed and for the condition with no motor training (not pre-trained and trained to replicate motor data). This allowed to check if these changes in the results are caused by the differences in the training or are only due to a different architecture. Fig. 11 shows the development through epochs of accuracy for each number and for two different data distributions (uniform, Zipfian). It can be seen that generally smaller numbers are learned faster than higher ones, even in case of uniform distribution. The only exception from this pattern is number 9 which is the boundary value -the highest number in our training and test sets. As it can be seen the difference in accuracy distribution between the numbers is much more significant when Zipfian distribution is used (this was expected as the exposition of the network to higher numbers is much lower). We also found that the network has the tendency to underestimate higher numbers in case of a Zipfian distribution. That was probably also caused by higher exposition to smaller numbers. This is in line with human studies [9] and with what was observed in [10] .
C. Results
The subitizing range was easily observable on the plots with variation coefficient in [9] . The variation coefficient is defined as standard deviation of number responses (for each number from 1-9 separately) divided by the mean value of those responses (mean estimated number). According to Weber's law, its value should be constant, with the exception of the subitizing region which has been found to not obey Weber's law. In the subitizing region that value was close to zero [9] . As can be seen in the Fig. 12 , in our experiments we observe the region with values of variation coefficient close to zero (for numerosities 1 to 2), also the value of that coefficient is smaller for 3 and 4 compare to number 5 to 8. In the case of number 9, its value is smaller but that might be, again, caused by the fact that 9 is a boundary value 1 . This smaller value was also observed in human studies [9] for the highest test number used in their experiment: 8. This subitizing pattern can be also seen in Fig. 11 where numbers 1-2 are trained much faster and reach the accuracy close to 100%. In this figure also number 3 seems to show much higher performance in both speed of convergence and final accuracy. Such subitizing region was not found in [10] . 1 The mean value from 40 simulations obtained on the test set after 15 epochs of training for the uniform distribution and after 40 for Zipfian one. The similar shape was already visible in the earlier stages of the training We obtained different results in an experiment where no pretraining was used. In Fig. 13 we can see that such training is significantly better for number 1 (compared to other numbers) in both cases: uniform and Zipfian distributions. The order of development of accuracy of other numerosities is not regular which is different from the results where pre-training was used. If we look at the variation coefficient plot 2 we can not find the subitizing region and only the number 1 is characterised by a smaller value of that coefficient (see Fig. 14) . In this case (lack of pre-training) the obtained results are similar in shape to those in [10] where the subitizing region was not visible.
The results where sensorimotor data was not used can be seen in Fig. 15 . We present the plots only for Zipfian distribution as the results for uniform distribution follow the same pattern. In general, it can be seen that the results for small numbers are slower in their accuracy training compare to those where motor data was used (you can see this difference when you compare the curve for number 3 or 4 in Fig. 11 and 15 ). There was no significant difference in the variance coefficient compared to the training with trained motor output (for the plot obtained in the final stage of the training).
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, neuro-robotics models with a deep artificial neural network capable of generating finger positions and number estimation were proposed. The presented studies show an improvement in training speed of number estimation when the network is also producing finger counting in parallel with the estimated number. We can also see that this process of enumeration is strongly boosted when the network is first trained in an unsupervised way layer-by-layer, treating each layer as an autoencoder or RBM. We found autoencoder based pre-training to be a bit more influential in the final training performance. However, both types of unsupervised pre-training methods caused significant improvement.
Moreover, we observed that the network learns much faster to recognise smaller numerosities. Also, the final accuracy for smaller numbers is higher. It was observed that the network learns perfectly to recognise numerosities 1 and 2, which was visible as a zero value region in the variation coefficient plot. This was similar to subitizing observed in humans, where the zero region on the plot is, however, in the range 1-4 [9] .
We can hypothesize that when using proper training approach (unsupervised pre-training and use of sensorimotor data) one single model could potentially obtain subitizing in range 1-4 similarly to humans (and some animals) and follow Weber's law for higher numbers. The counterargument could be that the babies not only escape Weber's law in the subitizing range but also the performance for numbers above this limit falls down to a chance level [9] . However, this could be also explained in a way that the training is in its early stage and so when looking at the progress of training ( Fig. 11) we can also observe that higher numbers are practically not trained at all in the first stages of the training.
The results presented in this article provide interesting information on how sensorimotor data can influence the numerosity estimation learning process and how unsupervised pre-training boosts and changes it.
Our model uses simplified visual input, it would be interesting in the future to perform similar tests on more realistic images. Such change might require to add convolutional layers to the network to deal efficiently with the real image. We can, however, assume that even with our simplified visual input the results might follow the same pattern. One of the arguments for that is that the results we obtained, when no unsupervised training was used, are similar in shape to those in [10] .
